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Vehicle Red Flag Incidents
Red Flags (Past 24 hours)
- CRASH
- MAN_DOWN
- MAN_DOWN_CANCELLED
- PANIC
- SPEEDING
- ZONES_DEPARTURE

Red Flags (ALL)
- CRASH
- MAN_DOWN
- MAN_DOWN_CANCELLED
- PANIC
- SPEEDING
- ZONES_DEPARTURE
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- eventCategory: VIOLATION
- eventType: SPEEDING
- groupName: GS-OP-Shovel Drill
- heading: 0
- latitude: 40.94
- longitude: -116.33
- speed: 32
- speedLimit: 30
- vehicleID: 83,886,846
- vehicleName: Supervisors
- vehicleGroupID: 83,887,974
- event_Details: Driver was speeding, 47 mph in a 30 mph zone for a distance of 10 mi.
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- Webmaps with real-time data
- PI2Esri Integrator
- Operations Dashboard